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1. Overview 

 

What is FILPAL?  

FILPAL Electronics Design & Simulation or FILPAL EDS is your 

personalized design pal that gives you excitement, fun, 

creativity and real-world experience to become a master in 

RF and microwave field.  

FILPAL EDS provides an interactive, 

modern and user-friendly RF & 

Microwave circuit design platform 

which allows simple, multiple & mobile 

tasking simulation without going to the 

laboratories.  

 

 

 

 

Software Features 

Instant transmission line synthesizer and analyser, easy tuning, fast calculator, custom process design kit (PDK), instant touch 

stone file viewer/export, multilingual support to more than 10 languages, and dark & light modes. 

User can design the passive lumped element filter which consists entirely of lumped element inductor and/or capacitor or 

distributed transmission lines such as ideal transmission line, microstrip, stripline, suspended stripline, and rectangular bar. 

The passives (including multi-port) or actives components can also be designed such as branch-line coupler, Wilkinson power 

dividers, transistor amplifier, impedance matching etc. 

             

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Interactive platform  
User-friendly and modern GUI interface 

with quasi-touchscreen, dark theme or 

light theme and multilingual 

implementation. Construct schematic 

and perform circuit simulations in 

multiple windows. 
’’ 

 

 Fast & Faster  
The platform is equipped with INSTANT 

transmission line synthesizer and 

analyser which speed up the design 

process of transmission line circuits 

significantly. User can make use of the 

FAST calculator feature to obtain high 

precision simulation value in a blink of an 

eye. 

 

Simulation  
The platform supports Z/Y/S 

parameters and smith chart 

simulations. Advanced finger-tip 

simulation features for K-factor, noise, 

gain, stability & various gain circles are 

also supported to revolutionize the 

electronic design automation user 

experience 

Process Design Kit  

Package user-defined or PDK 

component on a fingertip. User may 

model any component using 

touchstone file or equivalent circuit 

and categorize the imported 

components in custom or favourite 

toolbox. The components and 

toolboxes are sync and can be re-used 

for simulation in multiple design 

windows. 

 

  File Export  
Interchangeable s2p file format 

export is supported. Schematic file 

image export is also available. The 

platform can be operated as 

touchtone viewer other than circuit 

design and simulation. 

 

 

Circuit Layout  

Instant Gerber export in mm/inch 

format with integrated layout 

viewer enhances user design 

experience. 
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2. Built-in Features 

2.1 Instant Synthesis and Analysis of Transmission Line 

A Transmission Line Calculator is embedded in the transmission line component in 

which the user can directly analyse or synthesize the transmission line parameters.  

In other words, if frequency, line characteristic impedance and electrical length of 

transmission line are given, the physical length and width of the TL will be 

automatically calculated and shown. Likewise, the physical length and width of the TL 

can be keyed in and the characteristic impedance can then be calculated. This feature 

simplifies and hasten your design process. In addition, various substrate definitions 

are also available.  

 

2.2 Tuning 

Tuning option provides a real-time observation of response 

change when the design parameters are tuned. This feature is 

one of the much-preferred features in research and industry. 

 

 

2.3 Fast Calculator  

 

 

The calculator feature gives the exact values of the response at 

the desired frequency point without long simulation and high 

degree of step size. The FILPAL EDS built-in calculator is located at 

the top-right corner above the chart.  

At the response chart, the exact frequency point can be selected 

for observation, enabling extraction of high precision result with 

minimum time required.  

Here, f = 1GHz is chosen and the value of S11 is selected, the calculator gives S11 = -19.7990525823952 dB. 
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The exported image in .png 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                    

  

2.5 Touchstone file view  

The touchstone file (e.g. s2p) can be imported and viewed 

in FILPAL EDS. The plot options can be in dB, Magnitude, 

Real, Imaginary, and Phase.  

 

2.6 Gerber Export 

Layout can be generated in Gerber file format which is 

commonly used for fabrication. 

  

The exported Gerber file view 

 

2.4 File Exports 

Several format file exports are available for the simulated chart. There are PDF, Image, Excel, and ASCII.  

 

 

2.7 Art work – Optional 

This is a group of components which contains the footprint for the layout generation. The components such as resistor pad, inductor 

pad and etc are available with the specific footprints. 
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3. Process Design Kit (PDK)  

PDK is one of the key features built-in FILPAL EDS.  

 

The user can package the PDK component from the designed schematic or the 

imported s2p or SnP file up to 4-ports network.   

Once the designed is done and simulated, the details of the PDK components can 

be filled in by the designer using the “Package” button (indicated by the red round 

circle). Each PDK element will have a unique name, category, and its own 

descriptions as specified. The keep out area is meant for Gerber export should 

the user know the actual size of the component.  

 

Once the “Package” button is clicked, a pop-up message will be displayed to show 

that a new component is successfully packaged. This newly created PDK 

component will be parked under the PDK Toolbox at the top left corner of FILPAL 

EDS. This feature enables designers to re-use their custom-packaged PDK 

elements in the schematic design.  

Packaging N-port component - Optional 

N-Port PDK packaging is also available in FILPAL EDS. 
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4. Smith Chart 

Smith chart simulation provides several types of plots, namely S-parameter, load stability circle, source stability circle, gain and 

noise circles. The single point frequency simulation can be selected too. The Smith chart is an important tool built-in FILPAL 

EDS for analysing and designing transmission circuits. FILPAL EDS Smith chart simulation allows the user to design impedance-

matching circuits with relative ease.   

    

   

  

  

Load Stability Circle and Source Stability 
Circle 

Selection of a certain range of passive source and load 

impedances is very crucial to realize a stable amplifier 

system. FILPAL EDS has the ability to quickly offer user 

the insight of the load and source stability circles 

when designing with transistors. User is able to easily 

determine the selection of the wide stable range of 

the load and source reflection coefficients.

 

Load Stability and Source Stability 
Circles at multiple frequencies  
- Optional 

 

 

 

The Stability Factor 

To ensure a system is not oscillating at particular frequency, the 

system has to be unconditionally stable. FILPAL EDS is equipped with 

a fast checking, fast-calculating stability factor (K-factor) for a 

transistor module on a wide range of frequency points. It is said to be 

conditionally stable if the stability factor is less than 1. 
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Gain and Noise Circles  

FILPAL EDS Smith chart module comes with a one-click 

calculation feature. At a very quick glance, FILPAL EDS 

can provides users the scattering-parameter 

information with respect to gain and noise parameters 

at a single frequency point.  

With FILPAL EDS built-in tooltip, users can easily grab the 

input and output reflection coefficient values on the 

noise and gain circles. This feature enhances users’ 

experience on having flexibility and capability in 

designing an amplifier at specific gain or noise figure by 

plotting the desired gain or noise circle. Users can do this 

by right clicking the Smith chart to add the frequency. 

 

 

Multiple Gain and Noise Circles Load Stability and Source Stability Circles at single & multiple 
frequencies - Optional 
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5. FILPAL Point-To-Point (P2P) - Optional 

Generic Platform for Integrated Solution 

The high frequency measuring instruments mostly could not be manipulated remotely using a generalized platform and they 

need high degree of manual operation. In term of data analysis, some of them are not capable enough to fully model the 

device under test (DUT)’s behaviour under various operating conditions. In regard to the aforementioned issues, FILPAL EDS 

aims to provide an integrated solution platform for the measuring instruments with networking capabilities with remote 

handling. FILPAL EDS platform can be customized to perform the following operations: 

 

P2P Network Configuration – WIRED or WIRELESS 

 

 

 

FILPAL P2P Network Configuration  

 

P2P Master Control – Network/Spectrum Analyser Mode 

FILPAL P2P landing page is used to remote control the 

instrument operating in network/spectrum analyzer mode and 

it contains all sorts of functions. It could be divided into 11 

subsections. Each subsection is given a proper naming in the 

user interface to allow user to identify the blocks of functions 

to be used. The brief description of each section is tabulated in 

User Interface table as shown the left-hand side here. 

P2P Master Control – Network/Spectrum Analyser Mode 

The communication between the FILPAL 

EDS and the instrument is achieved using 

Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) by 

adopting Wi-Fi technology. In addition, if 

the instrument is not equipped with 

networking capability, a Wi-Fi adapter 

can be mounted so that the instrument 

could access the Internet and the 

measuring result could be shared onto 

the cloud instantly. All the measurement 

results uploaded onto the cloud would 

then be downloaded automatically and 

saved in a workstation using Internet. 

Apart from setting up the connection, 

‘Calibration’ feature allows an accurate 

measurement result to be obtained.  

 

The ‘AutoScale’ feature provides 

convenience to the user when the user 

wishes to rely on the display of the 

measuring instrument for data 

visualization.  
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Network Analyser User Interface Landing Page  

    

Spectrum Analyser User Interface Landing Page 

 

The format of displaying the response in the measuring instrument could be chosen in the format combo box. The supported 

format in plotting the response are Linear Magnitude, Logarithmic Magnitude, Phase, Unwrapped Phase, Polar, Smith Chart, 

Inverted Smith Chart, Group Delay, Real part of S-parameters, Imaginary part of S-parameters, Standing Wave Ratio, Complex 

Number and Magnitude. The description of each format is illustrated in table in the next page. 
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Time domain analysis is equally important in high frequency signal measurement and characterization. Hence with the 

introduction of the Time Domain Block, a more comprehensive analysis could be done. By clicking ‘OK’ button, the 

corresponding SCPI command for time domain transformation would be sent to the instrument. 

 

Trace Format Table 

Format Function 

Linear Magnitude Calculate the magnitude of z, to be displayed in a Cartesian diagram with a linear scale 

Logarithmic Magnitude Calculate the magnitude of z, displayed in a Cartesian diagram with a logarithmic scale 

Phase Phase of z, displayed in a Cartesian diagram with a linear vertical axis 

Unwrapped Phase  Unwrapped phase of z, displayed in a Cartesian diagram with a linear vertical axis 

Polar Magnitude and phase, displayed in a polar diagram 

Smith  Magnitude and phase, displayed in a Smith chart 

Inverted Smith  Magnitude and phase, displayed in an inverted Smith chart 

Group Delay  Group delay, displayed in a Cartesian diagram 

Real Real part (x), displayed in a Cartesian diagram 

Imaginary  Imaginary part (y), displayed in a Cartesian diagram 

Standing Wave Ratio Standing Wave Ratio (SWR), displayed in a Cartesian diagram 

Complex x, y, displayed in a polar diagram 

Magnitude  Magnitude (sqrt (x2 + y2)), displayed in a Cartesian diagram with a logarithmic scale 

 

Real-Time Plotting 

Real-time plotting block 

 

Real-time plotting in user interface 

  

 

 

Real-Time Plotting Block being the most prominent 

feature in the user interface is used to plot the 

response shown in instrument onto the user 

interface in real time. By having this strong feature, 

user could now work away from the instrument as 

the response of DUT shown in the instrument could 

also be made available onto the user interface in real 

time.  
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The figure shows the response used for real-time plotting in instrument.  The real-time plotting is an incessant process in which 

the plotting of response from instrument onto the user interface would proceed indefinitely until the user triggers the switch 

into OFF position. The blue graph represents the old data to be overwritten while the red graph represents the latest data 

retrieving from the instrument at real time. 
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6. FILPAL Data Post-Processing (DPP) - Optional 

Generic Platform for Custom Data Post-Processing 

Example: Material Under Test (MUT) Property Block. FILPAL EDS provides the conversion of s-parameters to dielectric 
properties with the following requirements: 
 

✓ Ability to controls and allows specific settings on the network analyzer 
✓ Allow definitions of sample and sample holder parameters (e.g. sample length, sample thickness, cut-off 

frequencies, sample to holder distance, etc.). 
✓ Perform the calculations using various mathematical models (NRW model, Non-iterative model, etc.). 
✓ Ability to plot various type of measurements (e.g. permeability, permittivity, loss tangent, etc.). 

 
Nicholson-Ross-Weir (NRW) method provides a direct calculation of both the permittivity and permeability from the s-
parameters. Measurement of reflection coefficient and transmission coefficient requires all four (S11, S21, S12, S22) or a pair 
(S11, S21) of S-parameters of the material under test to be measured. It is restricted to optimum sample thickness of quarter-
wavelength and used preferably for short samples. 
 
New non-iterative method is quite similar to the NRW method but with a different formulation and it is suitable for permittivity 
calculation for the case permeability <r = 1. It utilizes all four (S11, S21, S12, S22) s-parameters or just two (S11, S21) s-
parameters of MUT to calculate the reflection and transmission coefficients. The plotting of MUT property is shown in the 
figure below. 
 

 

Custom Data Export 

The MUT property text file can be generated. 
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 7. Additional Features and Extra 
 
Light and Dark Mode  

 

The light mode (left) and dark mode (right) options can be selected at the Application Setting to serve the preference of the 

user. Note that this feature requires the user to restart FILPAL EDS as indicated. 

    

Language – Optional 

English is the primary language for FILPAL EDS. User can choose their preferred language as well as 

Malay, Chinese, or Thai, just to name a few. 

  

 

Application notes and experimental laboratory manuals  

FILPAL provides application notes as well as laboratory manuals for users, universities and especially lecturers who want to use 

FILPAL EDS as their software of choice in teaching and helping students learning. The basic applications are available in 

www.filpal.com/documentation. Revised application notes will be added from time to time. Should the universities or 

lecturers want to design specific courses for their students, the special application notes and laboratory manuals as well as 

instructor’s manual will be provided at your preferred request. Some of the application notes are Transmission Line, Design of 

Lumped Element Filters, Wilkinson Divider, Branch line coupler, Impedance Matching, Low Noise Amplifier, and Stepped Impedance Lowpass 

Filter.  

 

http://www.filpal.com/documentation
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8. Get your FILPAL EDS Today! 

 

Visit Us 

Visit www.filpal.com and its official Facebook page for news and more exciting features. You may find 

other documents such as new release notes and application notes. 

FILPAL EDS three (3) licensing packages 

Monthly, Yearly, and Perpetual. 

FILPAL EDS Bundles  

For affordable combinations of useful capabilities to suit your design needs.  

Features 
Basic Package Advanced 

Package Student Student/Institution Institution/Industry 

S-Parameter  Y Y Y Y 

TL Synthesis tool Y Y Y Y 

Tuning Y Y Y Y 

Fast Calculator Y Y Y Y 

Touchstone File Viewer (s2p) Y Y Y Y 

Smith Chart Y Y Y Y 

File Export (PDF, Image, Excel, and 
ASCII) 

Y Y Y Y 

PDK  Y Y Y Y 

S-Y-Z Conversion Y Y Y Y 

Gerber Export (inch and mm) Y Y Y Y 

Application Notes Y Y Y Y 

Custom PDK - Multiport Optional Optional Optional Y 

Lab and Instructor Manuals Optional Optional Y Y 

SnP Viewer/Export Optional Optional Optional Y 

Multiple Circles (Load, Gain, Noise, etc.) Optional Optional Optional Y 

Art Work Optional Optional Optional Y 

FILPAL Point-To-Point (P2P)  Optional Optional Optional Optional 

P2P Wireless  Optional Optional Optional Optional 

P2P Network Analyser Mode Optional Optional Optional Optional 

P2P Spectrum Analyser Mode Optional Optional Optional Optional 

Real Time data logging Optional Optional Optional Optional 

FILPAL Data Post-Processing (DPP) Optional Optional Optional Optional 

Custom PDK NA NA Optional Optional 

Multilingual Optional Optional Optional Optional 

Monthly Y    

Yearly  Y   

Perpetual   Y Y 

 

FILPAL support 

Email:  support@filpal.com 

Instant support: FILPAL Facebook: @FIPALSG   

FILPAL training 

If you are interested in engaging us to for training/workshops, please contact us at sales@filpal.com.  

Visit www.filpal.com/documentation for your preferred application notes. Start Now! 

http://www.filpal.com/
mailto:support@filpal.com

